Government Procurement Assistance Program

SPC’s Procurement Technical Assistance Center (PTAC) helps companies to enter and succeed in the world of government contracting.

Along with technical assistance, SPC provides companies with immediate alerts on solicitations that are issued for its particular product or service. This is a considerable task, since on any given day; there may be 2000 or more solicitations that SPC sorts through and passes on to client companies at no charge. SPC’s PTAC helps companies gain knowledge of standards, and how to comply with those standards. Additionally, SPC’s PTAC staff provides the personalized technical assistance related to government contract bidding procedures and regulations. These procedures and regulations must be followed when pursuing government work, making SPC’s assistance instrumental for small companies who are new to the government marketplace.

SPC’s PTAC Services Include:

- Daily electronic bid matching
- Access to military and federal specifications
- Publication library of the Federal Acquisition Regulations and Federal Agency Regulations
- Comprehensive contact lists
- Training
- Government e-commerce
- Bid and proposal preparation
- GSA Multiple Award Schedules
- Contract histories

Procurement Technical Assistance Center Partners Include:

- Indiana University of Pennsylvania

Number of Clients: 500
Annual Government Sales: $50M
Daily Consultations: 10-12

For more information please contact:

Steve Meredith
Program Manager
Government Contract Procurement
(412) 391-5590 x325
smeredith@spcregion.org